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The main goal of this paper is to prove a new additivity theorem for the genus of 
a graph. The theorem is true only by making a natural modification to the 
definition of the genus of an embedding. The (generalized) genus of a graph G will 
equal the connectivity of the minimum connected surface for which G is embed- 
dable. The connectivity of a surface equals the genus if it is unorientable and twice 
the genus if it is orientable. We show that (generalized) genus is additive over edge 
(vertex) amalgams, i.e., if G is obtained from disjoint graph, H, and Hz by identify- 
ing an edge (vertex) in H, with an edge (vertex) in Hz then generalized genus of G 
equals the sum of the generalized genus of H, plus the generalized genus of HZ. We 
introduce a new combinatorial representation of an embedding which seems to lend 
itself to combinatorial arguments for embedding of graphs on unoriented surfaces. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Graphs of low genus have played an important role in algorithmic graph 
theory. This is especially true for planar graphs. More efficient algorithms 
for many combinatorial problems have been found for planar graphs. 
These algorithms can often be extended to graphs of bounded genus. These 
problems include coloring, maximum flow, isomorphism testing, and deter- 
mining the number of maximum matchings. We feel that a better 
understanding of the genus of a graph is fundamental for research into 
algorithmic graph theory. Even though this paper does not directly con- 
struct new algorithms for determining the genus of a graph, the intent is to 
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give a better understanding into the nature of the genus of graphs which 
may help in constructing better algorithms in the future. 
In [S] an algorithm is given which determines the oriented genus of a 
graph in /V o(g) time. It is open whether we can determine the oriented / 
genus of a graph in time polynomial in the size of a graph. Battle et al. 
have shown that the oriented genus of a graph equals the oriented genus of 
its 2-connected components [2]. Thus, computing the genus of a graph 
reduces to computing the genus of its Zconnected subgraphs. The 
additivity theorem [2] can be restated in terms of amalgams. 
DEFINITION. G is a vertex (edge) amalgam of H, and H, if G is 
obtained from disjoint graphs H, and H, by identifying a vertex (an edge) 
in H, with a vertex (an edge) in Hz, respectively. 
Using this definition of amalgams, the oriented genus of a graph is 
additive over vertex amalgams. The main goal of this paper is to show that 
for a suitable definition of generalized genus is additive over edge 
amalgams. 
If G is a vertex or an edge amalgam of H, and H, then the oriented 
genus of G is < the genera (oriented) of H, and H,. At least intuitively, 
the inequality follows by embedding H, and H2 independently on surfaces 
of minimum genus and then “pasting” the surfaces together at the common 
vertex (edge). In Fig. 1.1 we have embedded two copies of K4 on two dif- 
ferent copies of the sphere and then identified a vertex in one copy with a 
vertex in the other copy. This node common to the two spheres will be 
called a singular node of the surface. When the surfaces have been pasted 
together along a simple path we shall call this path a singular path of the 
surface. The usual definition of a surface with a singular node is called a 
pseudosurface [ 181. 
Note that the oriented genus of graphs is not additive over edge 
amalgams. Figure 1.2 exhibits an edge amalgam of two copies of K,,, 
embedded on the torus. The oriented genus of K,., is one, while the orien- 
ted genus of the amalgam is also one which is strictly less than two, the 
sum of the genera of K,,, and K3,3. 
On the other hand, K,,, can be embedded on the projective plane. If we 
define the genus of the torus to be 2 and the genus of the projective plane 
FIG. 1.1. Two copies of K4 embedded OII two spheres which have pasted together. 
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FIG. 1.2. The edge amalgam of two copies of K,; embedded on the torus. 
to be 1 then the genus again adds for this definition of genus. More 
generally we propose to order surfaces by their connectivity. Intuitively, the 
connectivity of a surface is the maximum number of simple closed paths 
removable without disconnecting the surface. Since embeddings will be 
quite combinatorial, formally, the connectivity will be given by an 
Euler-Poincare-like formula. As examples, the connectivity of the plane is 
zero, the projective plane is one, and the Klein bottle and the torus are 
two. Since the connectivity of a graph has a well-known meaning, we will 
no longer use connectivity for surfaces but, from now on, refer to the con- 
nectivity of a surface as its generalized genus. We shall use three types of 
genus: generalized genus, oriented genus, and unoriented genus of a graph. 
We can now state the main theorem of the paper: 
THEOREM 1. The generalized genus of a graph is additive over vertex 
amalgams and over edge amalgams. 
As is well known, graphs embedded on surfaces can be represented by 
finite combinatorial object [3, 17, 181. We shall prove the above theorem 
purely in terms of the combinatorial representation of the embedding. The 
combinatorial approach has many advantages (1) the techniques lend 
themselves to computer implementation, (2) the techniques point out the 
beautiful combinatorial nature of the result. In particular, we will see that 
oriented genus is not additive over edge amalgams precisely because only 
even permutations in S, can be expressed as the product of two n-cycles 
II& 131. 
We will develop a partially new combinatorial representation for the 
general 2-dimensional surfaces. The classical approach for representing or 
describing an embedding of a graph on an oriented surface is to pick one of 
the two sides of the surface and for each vertex of the graph describe how 
the edges radiate from that vertex, say, in a clockwise fashion. We call this 
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the orientation of the edges at each vertex. Our approach in Section 3 will 
be to simultaneously describe the orientation of the edges of both “sides” of 
the surfaces for each vertex. 
We also enlarge the class of surfaces to include surfaces with singular 
nodes (also known as pseudosurfaces [IS]). We will only consider embed- 
dings where each singular node contains a vertex of the graph. We shall say 
a graph is embedded on a surface with singular nodes, with the above 
restriction, is an embedding of a graph on a surface with singularities. At 
least intuitively, an embedding is optimal if it first is of minimum genus and 
second has a maximum number of singular nodes. Using this definition of 
optimal embedding we show that the optimal embedding of a vertex 
amalgam is simply the optimal embedding of the two subgraphs pasted 
together at the amalgamating vertex. 
All know proofs of additivity theorems or “almost” additivity theorems 
can be viewed as solving the following combinatorial problem: Given a 
combinatorial representation of an embedding of a graph G and a subset of 
vertices S modify the orientation of the edges at vertices in S to optimize 
the embedding. We show how to optimize an embedding at a subset S, 
where IS/ = 1,2 and show how the case /SI = 1 proves Theorem 1 for ver- 
tex amalgams and the case ISI = 2 proves Theorem 1 for edge amalgams. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper graphs will be combinatorial graphs. That is, a 
graph G = ( I’, E), where V is a finite set whose elements are called vertices 
and E is a subset of ordered pairs of vertices with multiplicity. Each 
ordered pair in E will be called a dart. The graph G will be assumed to be 
undirected, i.e., if (x, y) E E then (J: x) E E. Thus, every edge consists of two 
darts. We may sometimes refer to the pair {(x, v), (y, x)} as the unorien- 
ted edge. We let E(x) = {(x, y) E E} d enote the darts with tail at x and 
Tail(e) be x where the dart e equals (x, v). 
If A is a set, Sym(A) denotes the group of all permutations of A. The 
map that sends the dart (x, y) to its reflection (v, X) is a permutation in 
Sym(A), denoted ( )-I. So e-l is the reflection of e. If r E Sym(A) then the 
orbits of a are the equivalence classes of the relation =, where a = b if 
3i(x’a = b) for a, b E A. We shall often write permutations in cycle notation. 
Al! groups will be permutation groups. 
We let j/c111 denote the number of orbits of CI. If G is a group then /lGI/ 
will denote the number of orbits of G. We denote the group generated by z 
and P by (a, P> and let Ilu, PII denotes ll(u, P>ll. 
Let 71 be an equivalence relation on A. We denote the fact that a and b 
are n equivalent by mb. permutation a preserves rc if axb if and only if 
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cc(a) m(b) for all a, b E A. It fixes 71 if CUCCI(U) for all a E A. It is cyclic on n if 
it fixes n and it is a cyclic permutation on each equivalence class of 7~. 
We also let Tails denote the equivalence relation on the darts E given by 
e Tails e’ if Tail(e) = Tail(e’). 
3. COMBINATORIAL REPRESENTATION OF GRAPH EMBEDDINGS 
Many authors have given representations of graph embeddings on two- 
dimensional surfaces in purely combinatorial way [3, 71. In the oriented 
case one simply gives a permutation 4~ Sym(E) with orbits E(x) for all 
x E V. The permutation CJ~ describes how the darts at each vertex cyclically 
radiate. 
We shall call these representations l-sided since they only describe the 
embedding from one side. We shall represent embeddings on surfaces with 
singular nodes by relaxing the constraint that the orbits of d are precisely 
the equivalence classes E(x) for all x E V to simply the condition that each 
orbit is contained in some E(x) for XE V. That is, if E(x) contains two or 
more orbits of d, then x is mapped to a singular node on the surface, see 
Fig. 3.1. 
DEFINITION. If G = (V, E) is a graph then ~+5 E Sym(E) is a l-sided 
representation of an embedding of G into a surface with singularities if (b fixes 
the relation Tail, we may simply say C$ is an embedding. 
Before studying 1 -sided representations we introduce 2-sided represen- 
tations. We start with an example. One geometric way to exhibit the pro- 
jective plane is by taking a ribbon putting a half twist in it and then iden- 
tifying the ends, this gives a Mobius strip. The boundary is then completed 
with one planar patch or face. We wish to model this idea in a more 
general setting. Here, we take a graph and replace each edge with a ribbon 
placing it between the vertices with or without a half twist. At each vertex 
FIG. 3.1. A combinatorial representation for the amalgam of two K,‘s embedded on the 
sphere with a singular node x. 
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we shall force the ribbons to cyclically radiate. The boundaries can now be 
“filled in” with planar patches. We first give a combinatorial representation 
of the above description of ribbons. The main difference between an edge of 
two darts and a ribbon is the fact that a ribbon can be flipped over (it has 
a backside). To represent these two-sided darts we replace each dart e with 
two darts +e and -e. More formally, let U be a finite set. We shall call the 
set { - 1, 1 } x U the signed set of U, denoted &U. A signed element u of 
f U is an element (a, u) for a = + 1. If u is formally (a, n) then define -u 
to be (--a, u). We let - 1 denote the permutation of + U given by 
( - 1) u = - u. The sign of (a, u) equals a, denoted sign(u) = a. Using this 
notation the signed edge set of C is the set ) E. This set i E will corres- 
pond to two-sided edges. Each edge e or ribbon will correspond to four 
darts in &E{e,e-‘, -e, -e-l }. These four darts also correspond to the 
four equivalent orientations of a rectangular ribbon. We will view - 1 as a 
fixed point free involution (order 2 permutation) of FE. In general, we let 
I be a generic fixed point free (fpf) involution. Let E(x) be the signed darts 
with tail at x. 
Now that we have a combinatorial representation of ribbons we give a 
representation of ordering ribbons at a vertex. Since the surface need not 
be oriented we shall describe simultaneously how the ribbons (darts) 
radiate on both sides of the surfaces. Thus, if (e, ,..., ek) is the clockwise 
ordering of the darts (ribbons) on one side of a vertex x and then the 
clockwise order at x on the other side should be ( -ek,..., -el). Com- 
binatorially this says that ( - 1) $( - 1) = 4 ~ ‘. We shall call such per- 
mutations dihedral. We add in one more important constraint and give the 
following formal definition. 
DEFINITION. If + U is a signed set then q5 E Sym( f  U) is dihedral if: 
1. (-1)$(-l)=&‘. 
2. f$(u)#(-u) for all ~EU. 
We restate the definition for an arbitrary fixed point free (,fpf) 
involution. 
DEFINITION. If I is a fixed-point free involution of a set u then 
d E Sym( U) is dihedral with respect to I if: 
1. @Z= 4-1. 
2. Z4 is fixed-point free. 
These definitions are a variant of definitions of Tutte [16]. He replaces 
condition 2 in the above definition with the conclusion of the following 
lemma. Our definition is slightly easier to verifie but possibly less intuitive. 
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LEMMA 2. If q5 is dihedral with,respect to I on U then I$” is fixed-point 
free for all k E (0, l,...}. 
Proof The proof is by induction in k. Now, I and Id are both fixed- 
point free by definition. Suppose by way of a contradiction that I$’ for 
0 < t < k is fixed point free but u is a fixed point of Idk for some k > 1. We 
can rewrite Zdku = u as &‘Zdk-‘(q5(~)) = U, which is Idk-‘(zJ) = u’, where 
U’ = d(u). So, U’ is a fixed point of Idke2 which contradicts our inductive 
assumption. i 
By this lemma if (Us,..., uk) is an orbit of 4 then (ZU~,..., 121,) is a distinct 
orbit of q5. We shall call these orbits opposites of each other. We say a 
function p from U to U is a projection of q5 with respect to Z if P(U)E 
{u, I(U) > for all u E U, p = pl, and pq5p = 4~. Informally, a projection p maps 
each orbit and its opposite onto one of these two orbits. This gives the 
following lemmas. The first one is clear from Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. If q4 is a dihedral permutation then U consists of a collection qf 
orbits of q5 and their opposites. 
LEMMA 4. The permutation d is dihedral if and only lf IdI = d - ’ and 
there exists a projection of 4. 
Proof: If q5 is dihedral then by Lemma 3 we can partition the domain U 
into classes each containing an orbit and its opposite. For each class we 
pick one orbit and let q5 map the class onto this orbit. On the other hand, if 
u is a fixed point of 14 then the projection of p cannot be defined at U. 1 
Note that the dihedral permutations are not closed under composition. 
In the next section we define a binary operation on dihedral permutation. 
We can now give our 2-sided representation of graphs embedded on 
general surfaces. The representation will consist of two permutations z and 
R in Sym( iE). The permutation T  describes how the ribbons (darts) are 
arranged at each vertex while R describes whether or not there is a half 
twist in each ribbon (dart). Formally: 
DEFINITION. If G = (V, E) is a graph then the pair (7, R) is a 2-sided 
representation of an embedding of G if: 
1. T is a dihedral permutation of k E which fixes Tail. 
2. RESym(fE) such that R(e)E (e-l, -e-l) for all eE jE. 
The embedding is without singularities or explicit when T’, (z is restricted 
to E(x)) has two orbits for each x E V. We say C$ E Sym( k U) is oriented if 
Sign(&u)) = Sign(u) for all u E +U. The embedding (7, R) is vertex oriented 
582b:43/1-3 
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if z is oriented. It is edge oriented if R is oriented. If r and R are both 
oriented then the embedding is oriented. 
To check if this new representation is consistent with our intuitive notion 
of embedding we first consider the faces. The faces of an embedding (z, R) 
should be the orbits of zR. We next show that for every orbit (e,,..., ek) of 
TR there is an opposite orbit (- Rek,..., - Re,). 
This is consistent with what we expect for a surface. Since every face 
occurs twice, once on each side of the surface. This decomposition of the 
orbits of TR follows by showing that zR is dihedral with respect to thefpf 
involution -R. 
LEMMA 5. If  (z, R) is an embedding then tR is dihedral with respect 
to -R. 
ProoJ: Note that -R is a fixed-point free involution and that - 1 and 
R commute. The first condition from the definition reduces to showing 
(-R)zR(-R)=(rR)-’ which can be verified by a simple algebraic 
manipulation. To prove the second condition suppose - RzR(u) = u. 
Setting u’ = R(u), we have -TV’ = u’. This contradicts the fact that -z is 
fixed point free. 1 
We define a face of the embedding (r, R) of G to be the union of an orbit 
of TR and its opposite. 
Using these ideas we give a very simple formal definition of the 
geometrical dual. We define the following permutations on + E from an 
embedding (r, R) of G: 
1. z*=zR 
2. R*=R 
3. (-l)*= -R. 
DEFINITION. The geometric dual of the embedded graph G = (V, E) with 
embedding (z, R) is G* = (V*, -C_ E) where: 
1. V* is the set of faces of r*. 
2. The dual edges from face F, to F1 are the edges in F, n RF,. 
The embedding of (GCr,R) )* is (z*, R*) where (- l)* is thefpfinvolution. 
The rest of this section contains remarks on the general nature of this 2- 
sided representation which will not be used directly in the proof of the 
main results, and therefore, the reader may skip the rest of this section on 
the first reading. 
We say two embeddings are equivalent if their faces differ only in the 
signs of their edges, i.e., if (F, ,..., Ff) are the faces of (z, R), {F; ,..., F;> are 
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the faces of (4, R’), and there exists s E Sym( +E) such that s(e) = -&e for 
all e E fE and {sF, ,..., sFf} = {F; ,..., F;} then (7, R) and (~5, R’) are 
equivalent. 
It follows easily that (t, R) and (4, R’) are equivalent if and only if there 
exists a SE Sym( +E) such that s(e) = fe and sz*s= b*. The set 
(s E Sym( 5 E) / s(e) = he} form an Abelian group of order 22’ which we 
will call the sign group on +E. We first show that two embeddings (r, R) 
and (4, R’) are equivalent as defined above if and only if r = $4~ and 
R = SR’S for some s in the sign group. 
LEMMA 6. If G contains no component which is a cycle and (T, R) and 
(4, R’) are two explicit embeddings of G then z* = IJS* if and only if T = 4 and 
R= R’. 
ProoJ: Suppose that TR = I$R’ which we rewrite as C+T- ‘r = R’R- I. Now 
R’R-’ is an element of the sign group, say, s. Let s, be s restricted to E(x). 
For each vertex 4; It, = s,. It follows that for all vertices of valence not 
equal to two s, must be the identity. For vertices of valences equal to two 
s, must either be the identity of fpf, similarly for s,. Thus if s is not the 
identity s must be the fpf involution on some component which is 
everywhere of valence 2. This contradicts the hypothesis that G has no 
component consisting of a cycle. 0 
The sign group acts on equivalent embeddings by conjugation taking 
(Y, R) to (srs, sRs). We first consider the action on t and R separately. The 
kernel of the sign group acting by conjugation on the R’s is {SE Sign 
group / s(e)-’ =s(e-‘)} = S,. While the kernel of the sign group acting by 
conjugation on the R’s in the case when r is explicit and G is connected is: 
S, = {s E Sign group / s(e’) = s(e) for all e, e’ E E(x)] and x E V} 
The kernel for embedding in the case that no component is a cycle 
equals: 
S, = (s E Sign group 1 s(e) = s(e’) for e and e’ in the same component of G}. 
Thus, if (z, R) is oriented then (t, R)’ p is the set of equivalent oriented 
embeddings. If (r, R) is vertex oriented then (5, R)sV is the set of equivalent 
vertex oriented embeddings. And finally, if (r, R) is edge oriented then 
(7, R)Se is the set of equivalent edge-oriented embeddings. 
Not all embeddings are orientable (i.e., equivalent to an oriented embed- 
ding). We can show that all embeddings are edge orientable and vertex 
orientable. 
LEMMA 7. If (T, R) is an embedding of G then it is equivalent to a vertex- 
oriented embedding and to an edge-oriented embedding. 
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ProoJ We first show that it is equivalent to a vertex-oriented embed- 
ding. By Lemma 4 there exists a projection of z say, p. Using p we define s 
as follows: 
s(e) = 
e if Sign(p(e))= +l, 
-e otherwise. 
Now, s E Sym( *E), since p(e) = p( -e). We show that Sign(e) = 
Sign(sts(e)). Let(e),..., ex-) be some orbit of z. It follows that (se,,..., sek) is an 
orbit of szs and that the signs of se, through sek are equal. Thus (r, R) is 
equivalent (srs, sRs) which is vertex oriented. To construct an equivalent 
edge-oriented embedding we take a projection of R and define s similarly to 
the previous case. 1 
4. THE GENUS OF GRAPH EMBEDDING AND REMOVING SINGULARITIES 
FROM AN EMBEDDING 
As described in the Introduction the generalized genus or simply the 
genus of a surface without singularities is the connectivity of the surface. If 
(4, R) is a (l-sided) representation of an embedding of G then the genus 
can be defined by the Euler-Poincark formula 
f-e+v=2p-g. (4.1) 
Here,fis the number of faces (f= I~jR1/2), e is the number of edges in G, v 
is the number of vertices in G, p is the number of connected components of 
G, and g is the (generalized) genus. One could view (4.1) as simply an 
arbitrary combinatorial definition, in which case, two facts that one may 
need is that (1) g > 0 and (2) g is even if the embedding is orientable. The 
fact that g < 0 follows by smple arguments about the dimension of the first 
homology space. While a simple combinatorial proof that g is even in the 
orientable case is given in [ 111. 
We shall think of singular nodes in an embedding as a simple way to 
represent many embeddings of a graph without singularities. We start by 
explaining the case of l-sided representations with singular nodes. 
DEFINITION (l-sided representation). The permutation 4 E Sym(U) 
induces 4’ E Sym( Or) in one step if there exist a, b E U in distinct orbits of 4 
such that (a, 6). d = $‘, We say q5 induces I$’ if there exist a sequence of per- 
mutations d = 4, ,..., I$~ = 4’ such that di induces di, 1 in one step for i = 1 
to k- 1. 
As an example consider the graph L obtained by taking two copies of K4 
and identifying a vertex in one with a vertex in the other, see Fig. 3.1. Con- 
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sider an embedding I$ of L with a singularity at x where 4 is defined by the 
arrows in the figure for those darts not in E(x). For darts in E(x), we let 
d, = (0, b, c)(e, 4 g). 
Basically, the embedding of L is just the canonical planar embeddings of 
the two copies of K, independently. There are 9 ways to induce embeddings 
of L from 4. This gives only half of the 18 planar embeddings of L the 
other 9 come from turning the embedding of the first copy “inside out” and 
then constructing the explicit embeddings. We say an embedding is explicit 
if it has no singularities and is implicit otherwise. Thus, implicit embeddings 
are a data structure for explicit ones. We now repeat the construct for 
2-sided representations. 
We define a product operation on dihedral permutations which will 
generalize the notion of one permutation inducing another to dihedral 
permutations. We start with a simple lemma: 
LEMMA 8. If ~1, T E Sym( U) and 5 is dihedral with respect to I, then 
IX - ’ IRX is dihedral. 
Proof: Condition 1 from the definition of a dihedral holds by the 
following identities: 
z(lx-‘zTa) I= %-LzTaz=a ‘T-‘M= (la- ‘zm-‘. 
Condition 2 requires we show that Z(IX-‘Zta) = a-‘izcx is ,fpf: But IT is 
fpf since IT is dihedral and any conjugate of anfpf element is also fpJ: 1 
We shall call It ~ ‘I& the product of I$ with T which we denote by d 0 T. 
We now analyze in more detail the product of 4, with T, where T is a 
transposition. 
LEMMA 9. If C# is dihedral on U with respect to I, a E A, and b E B, where 
A and B are two orbits of C$ then $‘= ITIqST, where T= (a, 6) satisfies the 
following:: 
1. If A = B then 4’ will have two orbits whose union is A and 
ll~ll + 2 = 116’ll- 
2. If A and B are opposite orbits then A v B partitions into two distinct 
orbits of 4' and ~IcJI~ = 11$‘11. 
3. Zf A #B and they are not opposites then A v B will be an orbit of q5 
and II~II = lld’ll + 2. 
Except for the opposites of A and B the other orbits of 4’ agree with the 
orbits of 4. 
ProoJ: Cases 1 and 3 are symmetric and we only consider cases 1 and 2. 
First consider the case 1. Since A is an orbit of d we can write the action of 
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4 on A in cycle notation, say A = (ui ,..., ui ,..., u,), where a = u1 and b = ui. 
Now, 4’ decomposes the orbit A into two orbits whit when written in cycle 
notation are (u,, u,+ i ,..., u,) and (Us,..., ui). In a similar fashion the 
opposite orbit of A decomposes into orbits. Thus, 11& + 2= ijd’li. 
This proves case 1. Suppose case 2 applies and the orbits A and B of 4 
in cycle notation are A = (ZL, ..., Ed,), and B = (Zu, ,..., Zui) and 
(Ui I...) u,, u,zu- I,...) ZUJ. I 
Using the product, 0, of d with a transposition we define the notion of 
induced embedding for 2-sided representations and singular nodes. 
DEFINITION (2-sided representations). The permutation 4 E Sym( U) 
induces 4’ in one step if there exist elements a, b E U in distinct nonopposite 
orbits of 4 such that 4’ = (la, Zb) d(a, 6). In product notation this is 
qY=(b”z, where T = (a, b). We say qh induces 4’ if there is a sequence of per- 
mutations CJ~ = 4, ,..., dk = 4’ such that d, induces d;+ i in one step for i= 1 
to k - 1. An embedding (q5, R) induces an embedding (d’, R) if C$ induces d’. 
We reconsider the example of the graph L as embedded in Fig. 3.1 where 
the representation is 2-sided, i.e., we add in all the opposite orbits to 4. 
How the explicit embeddings induced by 4 represent all 18 embeddings of 
L. Thus C$ represents all 18 embeddings of L. 
There is one other natural explicit embedding associated with an implicit 
embedding which we call the split embedding. Here we intuitively pull the 
graph and the surface apart at each singularity. More formally, for each 
pair consisting of an orbit of p and its opposite we construct a vertex. We 
call this embedded graph the split embedding, see [S]. Equivalently this is 
the double dual of G,, i.e., (G,,)*. Thus, the split embedding of an implicit 
embedding is an explicit embedding. 
We next define the number of singularities of the representation G,,,. 
The number of uertex singularities is defined to be s = 11~~5, - 1 I/ - 0, i.e., the 
number of “virtual” vertices minus the number of actual vertices. Note that 
s = li#ll/2 - v. We define the number of singularities of G,., to be s. As 
before, let p be the number of connected components of G. We can now 
define the generalized genus of a representation with singularities. 
DEFINITION. The genus g of a 2-sided representation G,>, satisfies 
f-e+v-s=2p-g. 
Note that explicit embedding have no singularities. Thus, the new 
definition of generalized genus agrees with the original definition for 
explicit embeddings. The next lemma shows that the generalized genus is 
an upper bound on the genus of any explicit embedding which it induces. 
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THEOREM 10. If (4, R) and (@, R) are two embeddings of G and (4, R) 
induces (qY, R) then genus(G4,,,) 6 genus(G4,,). 
Proof: It will suffice to prove the lemma for the case when 4 induces 4 
in one step. Suppose it is at a vertex x. In this case, 4’ = (-a, -b) d(a, b), 
where a and b are two darts at x in distinct nonopposite orbits of 4. Let 
Ag = genus(G4,,,) - genus(G4,,), Af=fd~-f4=W*// - lli*ll)/2~ and 
As=s,,-s,= (lib’li - ~l~lj)/2. By the definition of genus Ag= As- A$ We 
need only show that As d Af Since 4 induces 4’ in one step and a and b are 
in nonopposite orbits of 4, case 3 of Lemma 9 applies. Hence As = - 1. We 
next apply Lemma 9 to the analysis of Af by showing that a* = qSR induces 
4’” = qS’R in one step. By a simple calculation q4’R = ( -a, -b) dR( Ra, Rb). 
Setting a’ = Ra, b’ = Rb, and I= -R we have @* = I(a’, 6’) @*(a’, 6’). 
Thus, d* induces r$ ‘* in one step and therefore we can apply Lemma 9. 
Thus, Af = + l,O, - 1 depending on whether a’ and b’ are on the same 
face, opposite faces, or different faces, respectively. Substituting these values 
of As and Af into Ag=As-Af, we get that Ag=O, -1, -2. 1 
Note that if (4, R) and (d’, R) are both oriented then case 2 of Lemma 9 
does not occur and therefore Af= +l. This gives Ag = 0, -2. 
An embedding (4, R) of G is minimal over all embeddings of G if the 
genus(G6,,) is minimum and no other embedding with minimum genus 
induces 4. That is, first minimize genus then maximize the number of 
singularities. 
Combinatorially this gives: 
LEMMA 11. (q5, R) is a minimal embedding of G if: 
1. i/qSRIl- I/c+Q is maximum over all embeddings of G. 
2. Any other embedding which also satisfies (1) does not induce 4. 
Note that, since R can be assumed to be oriented, that is R(e) = eP I, the 
only variable in 1 need to be 4. 
5. OPTIMIZING AN EMBEDDING AT A VERTEX AND ITS APPLICATION 
TO THE GENUS OF 2-CONNECTED COMPONENTS 
In this section we consider the problem of given an embedded graph G,X, 
and a vertex x modifying only 4, to minimize the genus of the embedding. 
We call this optimizing an embedding at a vertex. We give a simple charac- 
terization which we use to give a new proof that the genus of a graph 
equals the sum of the genera of its two connected components [a]. In the 
next section we modify the embedding at a pair of vertices. We generalize 
this notion to optimizing an embedding at an arbitrary subset of vertices S. 
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We shall say C$ is an optimal embedding at S if for all embeddings q5’ such 
that 4-L = & for all y$ S then genus(G6.,) d genus(GI.,,), and if 
wWG,,.d = genus ($,,d then 4’ does not induce I$. The embedding 4 is 
optimum at S if 4 induces all embeddings 4’ such that & = #Y for all y $ S 
and genus(G,,,,) < genus(G,J. 
We make a few definitions which will be useful in this section and the 
next. Let G,, be an embedded graph and SC V. Recall that E(S) is the set 
of darts with their tail in S. By definition 4 stabilizes E(S) so let ds denote 
the induced action of C$ on E(S). Using notation from [ 131, let k(e) = 
min{k>Ol R(~R)“(~)EE(S)} f or e E E(S). The exterior permutation on 
E(S) is defined to be Ext,(e) = R(4R)k”)(e) for e E E(S). Note that k(e) is 
defined for e E E(S) if and only if the orbit of d* = 4R contains e also con- 
tains an element of R(E( S)). But, @* I’ = (Rql)- ‘e is such an element, 
since c/-’ EE(S). It follows that Ext, is a permutation of E(S) and is 
independent of ds. In the next lemma we observe that Ext, is dihedral. 
LEMMA 12. If G,, is an embedded graph then Ext, is dihedral with 
respect to - 1 on E(S). 
Proof: We first consider condition 2 from the definition of a dihedral 
permutation. Suppose for some e E E(S) we have Ext(e) = -e. Thus, for 
k = k(e) we obtain R(q5R)ke = -e or (q5R)ke = - Re. But this equality con- 
tradicts Lemma 2 ($R is dihedral with respect to -R). We now consider 
condition 1 from the definition. Let e E E(S) and e’ = Ext,(e) be such that 
R(q5R)k”‘e=e’(*). We must show that R(cDR)~‘~“‘( -e'j= -e. Using the 
facts that - 1 and R commute, and I$ is dihedral with respect to - 1 we get 
that R(q5R)““‘( -e’) = -e from Eq. (*). Thus, k(e) < k( -e’). But by sym- 
metry k(e) = k( - e’). This proves condition 1. [ 
Optimality at S can be expressed in the following combinatorial way: 
LEMMA 13. q5 is optimal at S s V if and only if the following are true: 
1. Il$s Ext,ll - il#sli is maximal over all dihedral permutations which 
fixes Tail. 
2. q5s is not induced by alzy permutation satisfying 1. 
Before we prove the main characterization for optimum embedding at a 
point x we show that the faces at x of an optimal 4 at x must be distinct 
(i.e., every orbit of 4* contains at most one edge of E(x) for an embedding 
optimal at x). 
LEMMA 14. If 4 is optimal at x then the faces at x in G,, are distinct. 
ProoJ: Suppose the lemma is false and C$ is an optimal embedding 
of G at x but a, b E E(x) are in the same orbit of d*. We show that 
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the embedding (a, b) d( - a, -b) = 4 is either of lower genus or induces 
q5. Let dg, Af, and As be as in the proof of Lemma 10. Again let dg = 
As - Af: Since 4’ is the product of 4 with (--a, -b) we have that As = 
-l,O, +l, by Lemma 9. On the other hand, we can write (u, b)(bR) 
(-Ra, -Rb) = 4’R. We see that #‘R is the product of 4R with 
( - Ra, - Rb), where - Ra and - Rb are in the same orbit of 4R. Thus by 
Lemma 9, Af = 1. Therefore the genus(G,,) < genus(G,) unless As = 1. But 
As = 1 implies that 4’ induces 4. 1 
This has the following geometric interpretation: If 
then 4’ induces 4, 
then a twist has been removed from the embedding, 
then a handle has been removed from the embedding. 
In [13] Stahl proves the following theorem for oriented embeddings, it 
also holds in general: 
THEOREM 1.5. The number of faces of G, sharing edges with E(S) is 
lids. Extsll. 
Proof The orbits of ds. Ext, are precisely the orbits of $* restricted 
to E(S). 1 
Using Theorem 15 we get the following characterization: 
THEOREM 16. An embedding CJ is an optimal at x if and only iff 
q5, = Ext, ‘. 
ProoJ By Lemma 14, the faces of an optimal embedding are distinct. 
But this condition is true if and only if q5. Ext i = identity. m 
Theorem 16 proves the additivity theorem for 2-connected components 
by [I21 and extended by [ 151. 
COROLLARY 17. The generalized genus of a graph equals the sum of the 
generalized genera of the 2-connected components. 
Proof It will suffice to prove Corollary 17 for a single-cut point x. Let 
HI,..., Hk be the connected components of G-X. We start by showing that 
genus(G) <CF==, genus(Hi). Let (di, Ri) be a minimal embedding of 
H,, 1 d i < k 6. Since the H’s are edge disjoint the embeddings (di, Rj) are 
disjoint. Therefore their union (q5, R) is an embedditrg of G with 
singularities at x. By a straightforward calculation: 
genus(Gd = i genus((H,)of.,,,). 
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That is, if we look at the Euler-like formula f-e + u-s = 2p - g for the 
union of the Hi’s and watch how the value changes as we pass to G, then 
see that v and p decrease by k - 1 while s increases by k - 1. Thus, g is 
unchanged. Thus we have shown one inequality. 
To show the other inequality, let (4, R) be a minimal embedding of G. In 
particular, (4, R) will be a minimal embedding of G at X. By Theorem 16 
this implies that #x = Ext.;]. We partition the edges of G according to 
which component H, ,...) H, they belong. If we show that 4 stabilizes this 
partition then (d, R) can be viewed as a union of embeddings, one for each 
component, Hi. By the same straightforward calculation as above, the 
genus of (4, R) will be the sum of the genera of (4, R) on each component. 
But Ext,Y stabilizes the partition, since the boundary of any face must 
return to x before it can leave a given component Hi. Thus 4 also stabilizes 
the partition. 1 
COROLLARY 18. An)) minimal embedding of G with cut point x will 
simply be minimal embedding of components of G - .x with a singularity at x. 
Corollary 18 can be stated in a purely combinatorial way: 
THEOREM 19. If 4, z are dihedral on + U then IId.zll - \i#li < 
1 + lJ - l/zI/ arzd the dihedral solutions 4 to 
Ild zll - lllbll = I f UI - IId, where T is dihedral, 
are precisely the permutations induced by T ~ ‘. 
6. OPTIMIZING AN EMBEDDING AT A PAIR OF VERTICES 
AND ITS APPLICATION TO EDGE AMALGAMS 
In this section we consider the problem of modifying the embedding of a 
graph at a pair of vertices so as to minimize the genus. We will apply the 
results obtained on this problem to prove additivity of generalized genus 
for edge amalgams. We decompose the problem of optimizing an 
embedding at a pair of points into three basic steps: (1) We compute an 
upper bound of the number of faces common to a vertex in S. (2) We 
reduce the problem to a simple combinatorial problem. (3) We solve the 
combinatorial problem. 
We will apply steps (1) to (3) above to both 2-sided representations as 
well as l-sided representations (oriented embeddings). Many of the ideas in 
the l-sided representation appear in [ 13). But we feel that it is important 
for clarity and completeness to first see the l-sided case especially in steps 
(2) and (3). 
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Throughout this section let 4, R be an embedding of a graph G (possibly 
l- or 2-sided representation) and S& V. As in the last section, let 
Ext = Ext, be the exterior permutation on E(S) and ds be 4 restricted to 
E(S). For much of the discussion, it is not important that ISI = 2. We shall 
let the size of S vary for now. 
We start with a simple lemma which will allow us to simplify the 
problem. Note that this lemma is independent of whether C$ is l- or 2-sided. 
LEMMA 20. If #s is optimal and Ext,(a) = b, where a Tail b then 
4,(b) = a. 
Proof Since $s is optimal on S it will be optimal on each vertex x in S. 
Let x be the tail of a and b. Since a Tail b, we know that Ext,(a) = 6. If 
d,(b) #a then a face at x will contain both a and b. But his contradicts 
Lemma 14. 1 
The lemma motivates the following definitions. Let t be a permutation of 
a set U and n an equivalence relation on U. The alternating elements of U 
with respect to z and 71 is the set ah,,, = {U E U/ z(u) and u are not 71 
equivalent}. The number of alternating elements will be called the alter- 
nating number oft on 71. We let Alt be the alternating elements of E(S) with 
respect to EXT, and Tail. 
Lemma 20 also determines 4, for darts in E(S) which are not in 
Ext(Alt). In the case where CJ is a 2-sided representaiion it is not hard to 
see that Ext(Alt) = - Alt, since Ext is dihedral. We would like to view 4, 
and Ext as permutations of the set Alt, but Ext does not send Alt to Alt. 
We get around this problem by identifying elements a and b such that 
Ext(a) = b and a Tail 6. Thus we are able to reduce the problem of optimiz- 
ing an embedding at S to the case when Alt = E(S), that is, Ext, is strictl~~ 
alternating. 
More formally, let z be a permutation on U and n an equivalence 
relation on U. If 71 has at most one alternating element per equivalence 
class with respect to T then z is a well defined permutation on the 
equivalence classes of 71, U/z, which we will denote by sjn, Here, tJn fixes 
equivalence classes containing no alternating element otherwise it sends the 
equivalence class to the class containing the image of the alternating 
element. If 71 happens to have more alternating elements per equivalence 
class then there is a natural equivalence relation which has at most one 
alternating element per equivalence class. Let rt * 7 denote the equivalence 
relation generated by the following: 
UG u’ if 3u, ,..., ux- such that 
u= Ul, z(U,)=UZ,..., t(Uk-1)=&, l‘lk = u’ 
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and 
unu 2,..., uk-lxuk. 
Thus S/X is well defined if and only if 7t. z = rc. 
LEMMA 21. If I fixes n on U and z is dihedral with respect to I then 
I/z. z is a fpf imolution on U/n ’ z and z/n. z is dihedral with respect to 
I/?T . z. 
Using Lemma 13 to optimize the embedding at S we must maximize 
li4s. ExtI/ - Il#sil. Now any dart u not in Alt will be fixed by d,.Ext. But if 
a is in Alt then it must be in an orbit of size at least two, since 4 preserves 
tails. Thus, lids. Ext/I 6 (IE(S)I - IAltl) + /Altl/2 = IE(S)I - IAlt//2. On the 
other hand, Lemma 14 gives a lower bound on the number of orbits of ds. 
In the case when 4 is a l-sided representation, $s must have an orbit for 
each orbit of Ext which does not contain an alternating element, plus an 
orbit for each vertex x E S such that some dart at x is alternating. Let SO, 
be this number of orbits. For the 2-sided case the count /dsll is slightly dif- 
ferent. Let SO, be the number of orbits of Ext not containing an alter- 
nating element plus 2, each vertex x’ E S whose neighborhood contains an 
alternating element. We have shown the SO, < ildsll for l-sided represen- 
tations and SO, < Ildsil for 2-sided representations. 
Putting these two inequalities together gives 
LEMMA 22. For un i-sided representation 4, 1 < i < 2: 
ll$s. Extll - lIdsI d IJ~S)I - IAW - SO,. (6.1) 
Since the inequality holds for optimal 4 it must also hold for arbitrary 4. 
Consider the special case when Ext is strictly alternating. In this case, 
SO, = ISI and SO,=2lS/. Further, /AltI = IE(S)J for both l-sided and 
2-sided representations. Thus, Eq. (6.1) can be written in the strictly alter- 
nating case as 
IIds. Extll - iId. < l~YS)l/2- iIS (6.2) 
This equation just says that every orbit of ds. Ext has size at least 2 and 
equality can be achieved when very orbit has size exactly 2 and 4\- is either 
cyclic or cyclic dihedral for all x E S. 
The rest of this section is devoted to showing that equality in Eq. (6.1) is 
always achievable for 2-sided representations when ISI = 2. We first will 
show that we can restrict our attention to the case when Ext is strictly 
alternating and thus use Eq. (6.2). 
In the next few lemmas we give a series of reductions of the problem of 
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finding optimal embedding at S. These reductions culminate in a very 
simply presented combinatorial problem, Theorem 25, when ISI = 2. 
For l-sided representation we show that equality in Eq. (6.1) is 
obtainable iff there exist cyclic permutations (p and y such that d. ‘/ = r for 
some permutation z to be defined [13]. Note that 4 and y may only exist 
when r is an even permutation, since the parity of r and y are equal. For 
2-sided representations the combinatorial problem is: 
Given r a dihedral permutation, when do there exist cyclic 
dihedral permutations 4, y such that 4 0 zP = y for some projec- 
tion p, where rp is the permutation r restricted to -the image 
of p. 
This equation we show is always solvable. We start by abstracting the 
problem to an arbitrary equivalence relation. 
We shall assume that 4 and r vary over dihedral permutations of U with 
respect to L We further let rc be any equivalence relation containing at least 
the orbits of Z, i.e., arcI( We shall say CJ~ is optimal with respect to r and rt 
if: 
1. It fixes 71. 
2. It maximizes /d.zll - 11411. 
3. No other element satisfying 1 and 2 induces 4. 
We first show how to reduce the problem to the case when r is strictly 
alternating, i.e., lurcr(u) for all UE U. 
LEMMA 23. If d and z are diheral permutations on a domain U tisith 
respect to I, and 7~ is an equivulence relation on U then 4 is optimul Mlith 
respect to T and TL ifand only if: 
1. ~(a) = b and axb implies d(b) = a, 
2. 7~. 4 = 7~. z and ~/IT. z is optimal with respect to t/n. t and x/x. 5. 
Proqfi We may assume without loss of generality that no orbit of r is 
contained in an equivalence class of ?I, i.e., r/rc r is fpf by Lemma 20. We 
first prove that the conditions are necessary for 2-sided representations. Let 
4 be optimal with respect to z and n. We show that conditions 1 and 2 
hold. Condition 1 follows by Lemma 20. Therefore 71.4 = 11. r. Let alt be 
the alternating elements of iJ with respect to T and n. It follows by the fact 
that T is dihedral with respect to I that z(alt)=Z(alt) and therefore 
4(1(alt)) = alt. Thus (4. t)(alt) = alt. Therefore, the orbit of 4.7: are either 
in alt or U- alt. The action of d. T on alt is the same as (d/x. 7). (7/n. T) 
on the equivalence class of 7~. T. Since J#I. 7. Since 4. r fixes elements in 
U-alt we see that II~.s~I = Il(~/n.r)~(z/n.r)ii + IU-aIt/. On the other 
hand, IId = lId/~.d, therefore lld~~ll -II&l and ll(~/n~~)~~~/~~~)ll - 
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li~4/n elj differ only by a constant, j U - altl. Similarly, if $/rc. t is induced by 
some permutation then 4 must also be induced by some permutation. Suf- 
ficiently and the case of l-sided representations follow by similar 
arguments. 1 
By the last lemma we may assume that Ext, is strictly alternating. We 
say a dihedral permutation is cycle dihedral or simply cyclic if it has exactly 
two orbits. If Ext, is strictly alternating and ds achieves equality in 
Eq. (6.2) then 4, for x E S must be either cyclic or cyclic dihedral depending 
on whether CJ~ is a l- or 2-sided representation since each orbit of ds. Ext 
must be of size at least 2, independent of whether $.\ is cyclic. 
We consider the l-sided case in more detail. If S = (x, y > then for (6, to 
achieve equality in Eq. (6.2) it must be that 4, and 4, are both cyclic and 
(4 . T)’ = id, where Ext = t. This is equivalent to C$~ZC$,S = id for darts in 
E(x). In the case of simple permutation we can consider the conjugate of 
dI-, 4: = z&r ‘. Substituting 4x = r~‘d:~ into c$~zc,?,,~ = id gives c$~&= rm2. 
Thus for darts in E(x) an optimal solution to (6.1) exists in the l-sided case 
if and only if Ext’ restricted to E(x) is expressible as the product of two 
cyclic permutations. We next give a similar reduction in the case of 2-sided 
representations: 
LEMMA 24. rf‘z is a strict alternating dihedral permutation with respect 
to n on U and 1x1 = 2 with equivalence classes, say rt, and x2, then there 
e.uists a cyclic C$ such that (4s)’ = id if and only if the equation y 0 tb = 4 is 
solvable for 4, and ‘J, where z’ is T’ on xl and p is a projection oft. 
Proof: Let 4, and d2 be $rr, and d,,, respectively. Now, ($5)’ = id if and 
only if 4, td2 = id for elements in rri. By Lemma 3 the orbits of r can be 
partitioned into a set of orbits A and their opposites. We write T as the 
product of two permutations r + and r ~, where r + only moves elements in 
the A orbits and tP only moves elements in the opposite orbits. Thus, 
T = s + z _ and permutations T + and t _ commute. Let y be the conjugate of 
~2on711givenby~2=z~‘z~~z_‘z+.Substitutinginto~,z~,z=id, weget 
d1r2yz: =id. Letting b=d,’ and r'=.r?~:, we get Yorb=d. 1 
In solving the equation y 0 r; = C$ for cyclic dihedral y and 4 it does not 
seem to matter that rb is a projection. We solve yor = 4 when T is an 
arbitrary permutation. 
THEOREM 25. For every permutation T, the equation 7 0 z = ~,6 is solvable 
by cyclic dihedral permutations y and 4. 
ProoJ We will use a rather straightforward greedy algorithm. We shall 
pick values for y and use them to generate values of d. As long as we make 
sure that y is dihedral we get, for free, that C$ is also dihedral (Lemma 8). 
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But we must ensure that y and 4 are cyclic. Suppose the underlying set has 
2n elements, the fpf envolution is - ( ), and we start at say a,. 
We shall say that a partial function on the 2n elements is a candidate if it 
is either, in fact, total and a cyclic dihedral permutation or its domain is a 
proper subset of the 2n points and it satisfies the following: 
1. it is l-l on its domain; 
2. (- 1) y = y-‘( - 1) for points in the domain; 
3. (-1)~ ish$ 
4. contains no cycles. 
We first consider the simpler problem of picking a cyclic dihedral per- 
mutation y by choosing a, ,..., a,, and setting $(a,) = a;,, , ignoring for the 
moment the fact that 4 must also be cyclic. At the i stage we pick a,+ r and 
extend y to a candidate yi+ , We compute the number of choices available 
for a l+ rat stage i. We start at i= 1. Thus, yi is the empty function which is 
a candidate. Now a, cannot be --a by condition 3 and it cannot be a, by 
condition 4, n < 1. If we pick a, # a,, -a and set y( -a2) = --a, then this 
partial function yz is a candidate. Suppose we have defined yi so that it is a 
candidate, IX> i. It is easy to see that yi consists of a path 
01 > WI >“‘> Y ‘-ru =ai and its opposite -a,, y( -a,),..., yi-l( -al) = -a, ; if 
we pick a,+, distinct from the points on these two paths and set 
yi+l(-af+l)= -al then Y,+] is a candidate. For i= n we must set 
?(a,) = a,. The number of choice for a,, , for i < M is 2n - 2i and one for 
i= n. 
If we now compute c$~ from yi we see that d, will satisfy conditions 1-3, 
but it need not satisfy condition 4. Suppose that 4; satisfies condition 4 for 
?z > i. We look at the constraints on a,, , imposed by condition 4. Let 
b IfI= 2-‘(a *+r). Now b(b,+,)=(-l)z(-l)y(a,+,). We must only 
assume that q5(bi+ ,) does not introduce a cycle. That is, if b is such that 
4”(b) = b;, 1 but b is not in the range of d then &bj+,) must not equal b. 
Thus condition 4 for 4 only eliminates at most one possible valued for uj+ L 
for n > i and none for i = n. This shows that we have 2n - 2i- 1 for 
1 < i < n choices for aj+ 1 such that y and d, will be candidates at state i+ I. 
We have at least one choice for i < tz. At the last stage, i = IZ, condition 4 for 
d is achieved without any constraints. Thus, we still have one choice for 
y(a,,) at stage i = n. Thus, the greedy algorithm “works.” 1 
We have shown that equality in Lemma 22 is always achievable. We 
state this fact as a lemma: 
LEMMA 26. There exists a dihedral permutation 4 such that 
IId. Ext,ll - lIdI = IE(S)l - lW2 - SO, when IS/ = 2. 
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We can now prove Theorem 1. It will suffice to prove 
THEOREM 21. If G is obtainedfrom two graphs H, and H, by identljjing a 
pair qf vertices in H, with a pair in H2 then 
generalized genus(G) 3 generalized genus( H, ) + generalized genus( H,). 
ProoJ: Let G be the amalgam over vertices x and 1’ of H, and H,. Let C$I 
be an embedding of G of minimal genus. If S = (x, y} then 4 must be 
optimal on S, since it is optimal on all of V. From C$ we construct embed- 
dings $1 and $z of H, and H2 by letting q51 and d2 agree with I$ for o not 
equal to x or y. We then extend 4, to V, , the vertices of H, , such that d1 is 
optimal on S. In a similar way construct d2. We view H = H, u H, as the 
graph containing two disjoint components H, and H2 and d1 dZ = 4’ as an 
embedding of H. We need only show genus(H,,) - genus(Gd) d 0. As in 
previous arguments let dg be this difference and A4 = (ilq5ll - 11411)/2. It
follows that Ag=Af+A$-2 or Ag=A(//d.Extll- 114/)/2-2. By 
Lemma 26 we know that 
IId. W - iI4 = lE(s)l - lW2 - SO(G) 
and 
IId’. Ext/l - ild’il = - /E(s)/ + /aIt)/ + SO(1 ) + SO(2), 
where SO( 1) and SO(2) correspond to d1 and 42. This gives Ag = 
(SO(G) - SO( 1) - SO(2))/2 - 2. Since Ext preserves E(s) n H, and 
E(S) n Hz, each orbit of Ext contained in E(s) or E(J)) will be both an 
orbit of C$ and of d’. There are two cases: either Ext has not other orbits in 
which cases Ag= ~ 2; or Ext contains some other orbit and then 
Ag=O. 1 
7. CONCLUSION 
This paper has focused on optimizing an embedding at one or two ver- 
tices. This raises the question of optimizing an embedding on larger size 
sets. Reif [ 121 has shown that the extension is NP-complete. That is, given 
an embedding of a subgraph can one complete the embedding without 
adding any “handles.” It would be interesting to know whether the follow- 
ing problem is NP-complete: 
Given an embedding and a subset of vertices S, determine if it is optimal 
on S. 
Stahl [ 131 has some ideas in the case for ISI = 3. It is still possible that 
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optimizing an embedding at three vertices is NP-hard. It is open whether a 
polynomial algorithm for determining the genus of 3-connected graphs 
implies a polynomial time algorithm for all graphs. 
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